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The ability to run for President will have to wait another 14 years, but the 21st birthday party marks
the day that an American assumes full legal rights to all kinds of machinery and substances. The
most momentous and widely celebrated of those is the ability to buy and consume alcohol without
resorting to cumbersome lies and forgeries. And just in time for Senior year in college!

When searching for a gift for the newly-adult male who's excited about his ability to buy booze,
some sort of alcohol-related accessory or convenience would not be out of place. But what? A wine
cellar is too much. A stack of coasters is not enough. How about a special, hand-crafted, multi-
capable, wall-mounted bottle opener from CapCatchers?

It's not just any bottle opener â€“ it's a perfect gift for a male friend. First of all, it's a hefty piece of work,
made with real, sustainably sourced New England wood and solid, customizable metal work. The
formidable instrument also includes a Cap Catcher â€“ a pouch that catches bottle caps, so you only
have to go to the trash can once every few twelve-packs.

A CapCatcher can also work as a favor for the fellows who help organize a bachelor or stag party, in
keeping with the theme of last-minute debauchery and indulgence. Alternately, we have previously
discussed these nifty devices as nice and personal gifts for groomsmen.

A CapCatcher is something that a man who knows and cherishes his beers can appreciate even
into retirement â€“ as a gift for the retiree, one of these can work nicely bolted to a porch pillar, for
those slow summer evenings. A CapCatcher can even be attached to the hull of a boat, if you're of
a mind to sail out with your dad for some fishing on the lagoon.

The journey of manhood is a treacherous one; the ages of man each deal a marked hand, and the
cards bite us like circus daggers as they fly at us on a truculent head wind. A true man meets each
challenge stoically and resolutely, steeling himself against the reverses of fortune in each of his
decades with the wisdom and experience gained by vanquishing the obstacles of decades past.
From the uncertain explorations of adolescence, as one learns to stand alone and unsupported after
a childhood spent above the loving parental safety net; through the twenties, as one makes one's
way in the world, struggling to carve out breathing room against a myriad of one's peers, like a
young fish in a giant school of fingerlings; through the thirties and forties, as a pillar of family, work
and community who is ready to pass on his wisdom to the next generation; and finally, in the golden
years, as one prepares to enjoy the fruits of one's labors... In the quiet moments of pleasure, let a
CapCatchers bottle opener be your trusty companion.
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